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(1) The point, strutureless eletron of quantum theory inompatible with gravity.

(2) The extended gravitating eletron is inompatible with quantum theory.

(3) Gravity is believed to be the most a weak interation that should not be taken into

aount in partile models.

The over-rotating Kerr-Newman (KN) was �rst onsidered as a gravitational model of the

eletron by Brandton CARTER (1968), and then studied by Debney-Kerr-Shild (1969),

W.Israel (1970), C.L�opez (1984), AB and D.Ivanenko (1974-1975).

KN eletron resolves ontraditions (1),(2),(3), setting relation gravity with Quantum The-

ory .

KN nonperturbative eletron model is onsistent with gravity and QED (AB 2021-2022).

Contrary to assumption (3), the Kerr-Newman gravitational �eld is not weak and, interat-

ing with gravity through gravitational FRAME-DRAGGING with the formation of Wilson

loops of the vetor potential, it plays a strong and even deisive role in �xing the mass of

the spinning partiles [AB, PHPL 2020; Grav.Cosmol. 2020℄.

Our work in this diretion began 50 years ago [ AB, JETP 1974, AB and D.Ivanenko Izv. Vuz. 1975℄

Crazy idea that elementary partiles are blak holes, has been proposed by Nobel laureates:

G. t'Hooft, F. Wilzek, A. Salam, and supported by some string theorists [A.Sen, Leonard

Susskind, A. Dabholkar et. al. 1996 (Strings as solitons, and blak holes as strings)℄, but the

struture of the KN string disussed here is really very far from the strings of superstring

theory and loser to the lassial massless relativisti string.
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Super-rotating Blak Hole solution with twisting ongruene of the light rays:

[R.Kerr (1963), Debney-Kerr-Shild (1969)℄.

Kerr Congruene kµ(x) → k±
µ (x) � two diretion of frame-dragging

g±
µν = η±µν + 2H(r, θ)k±

µk
±
ν , A±

µ =
−er

r2 + a2 cos2 θ
k±
µ , H =

mr− e2/2

r2 + a2 cos2 θ
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Figure 1: Vortex struture of Kerr ongru-

ene kµ
and singular ring of half Compton

radius.
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Figure 2: Frame-dragging of vetor

potential in Kerr-Shild geometry.

Eletron is over-rotating Kerr-Newman (KN) solution, a2 + e2 >> m2
, and the Kerr singular

ring is naked and forms a CLOSED RING STRING of half Compton radius

a = J/mc = ~/mc ∼ 10−11cm. (1)

Two sheeted topology like the Einstein-Rosen briddge.

Energy-momentum tensor diverges, displaying exess energy on Compton sale a ∼ 10−11
m.
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Two-sheeted topology of KN solution was seen initially as its �aw, and

W. Israel (1970) proposed to trunate negative sheet by replaing it with the distribution

of matter on the utting surfae, onsistent with Einstein's equations.

C. L�opez ( 1984) regularized Israel's solution by utting Kerr's singular ring at a speially

seleted distane r = re.

New version of the eletron model sine 2022 [AB, Universe 2022℄. Doubling of the blak hole

struture with a BLACK sheet of INCOMING radiation and a WHITE sheet of OUTGOING

radiation, whih together form the eletron-positron vauum state of the eletron model.
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Figure 3: Regularized KN eletron: a superonduting ore getting mass from the Higgs �elds.

Similar to QED, we onsider separately the bare and dressed eletron.

BARE eletron is onsidered as a lassial solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations, form-

ing a massless relativisti ring string of half Compton radius.

DRESSED eletron forms a thin SUPERCNDUCTING DISK, whih is �at and HEAVY,

sine the energy of singular ring is transformed by the Higgs �elds in the rest mass of the

Kerr disk.
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KN gravity beomes a strong and even major deisive interation.

The resulting exess energy is regularized, similar to perturbative QED.

Two-sheeted struture of the KN solution is determined by the gravitational frame-dragging

aused by two-sheeted Kerr's ongruene k±(x),
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Figure 4: Front side of Kerr's

disk related to outgoing Kerr

ongruene.
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Figure 5: Bak side of Kerr's

disk related to in-oming Kerr

ongruene.

By replaing "negative" sheet of KN solution with a "mirror" spae, we obtain a two-sheeted

spae with "front" and "bak" sides assoiated with two di�erent frame-dragging and two

Kerr's ongruenes:

k+µ (x) � outgoing ongruene assoiated with retarded potentials A+
µ , and inoming ongru-

ene

k−µ (x) - related to advaned potentials A−
µ .

In this ase, two di�erent metris appear: g±µν = ηµν +HKHk
±
µ k

±
ν ,

two boundaries B±(r±), and two Wilson loops C±
with two vetor potentials A±

µ , smeared on

the loops C±
.
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CLASSICAL BARE ELECTRON is formed by a massless relativisti string plaed on bound-

ary of the relativistially rotating Kerr disk.

ONE TURN of the sting, φK ∈ [0, 2π] at t = const., orresponds to eletron state vetor |bra >

in Heisenberg piture, as the most elementary (indivisible) ring string state.

Following the standard derivation of the Dira equation, we linearize the Hamiltonian

H =
√

pc2 +m2
strc

4, and �nd that it turns out to be automatially linearized when mstr = 0,

H = ±pµ = ±i~∂/∂µ, (2)

and the Shrodinger equation takes the form i~∂ΨS/∂t = ∓pcΨS.
The momentum operator p = p(tr) +p(s)

is deomposed into a translational part p(tr), related

to the moving the partile as a whole, and the angular momentum p(s) = ∂/∂φK, related to

rotation of the ring string in diretion φK.

Mass of the ring string arises from its relativisti rotation.

The Heisenberg and Shr�odinger state vetors are onneted by a unitary transformation

|ΨS(x, t) >= e−iHt|ΨH(φ, t0) >,

in whih unitary fator U = e−iHt
orresponds to kineti energy of rotation of the ring string.

Contrary to superstring theory,

the lassial eletron ring string allows longitudinal modes of exitations: [A. Patrasioiu,

Nul.Phys.B81 525 (1974); Bardeen, Bars, Hanson and Peei. Phys. Rev. D 13 2364 (1976).℄.
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Gravitationally DRESSED eletron is formed by Wilson loops: pµ → pµ − e
c
Am, aompanied

by frame-dragging [A.B, J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. (2010), Grav.Cosmol. (2020)℄.

Regularized Kerr disk cos θ = 0 has two sharp borders C± : r = r±e = ±e2/2m in equatorial

plane cos θ = 0, where the potential Aµ takes its maximum value. At r = r+

A+max
µ dxµ =

2m

e
(dt+ adφK). (3)

Potential eA+ = 2m(dt+ adφK) is tangent to Kerr disk, and forms by t = const., r = r+e = const.
the losed Wilson loop along the border C+ : φK ∈ [0, 2π]

W (C+) = P exp(e

∮

C+

A+max
µ dxµ), (4)

Integration of the potential eA+
along the loop C+

gives the phase inrement

δφ+ = e

∮

C+

A+
φK
dφK = 4πma. (5)

De�niteness of the phase δφ+ = 2πn, gives ondition 2ma = n, n = 1, 2, 3..., whih, in aor-

dane with basi Kerr relation J = ma is proportional to 2π~ and gives the eletron quantum

angular momentum J = ~

2 .
Angular momentum quantization ours as a onsequene of gravitational frame-dragging

and solutions with n = 1, 2, 3... indiate a possible existene of other leptons with J = n~
2
.
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The "mirror" potential eA− = −2m(dt − adφK) reates on the "mirror" border C− : φK ∈
[2π, 0], r−e = −e2/2m the Wilson loop W (C−) and integration gives δφ− = −4πma.

MUTUAL COMPENSATION. The gravitational ontribution from the Wilson loop W (C−)
is almost equal to ontribution from W (C+). A small asymmetry: W (C+) 6= W (C−), related
with eletrostati omponent A0 = −e r

r2+a2 cos2 θ assoiated with eletromagneti mass of ele-

tron m = e
2

∫∞
re

A0(r)dr [V.F. Weisskopf (1949)℄.

This term is inluded ONLY in the retarded potential of the outgoing Kerr ongruene,

and gives eletromagneti mass-energy of the eletron m (mass term of the Dira equations)

whih is very small with respet to large gravitational energy mG hidden in Wilson loops!

Emergene of the Monopole-Antimonopole pair.

Aording to Stokes' theorem, the losed Wilson loop C+
should generate a magneti �ux

Φ =
∮

C+ A
+max
φK

dφK = 4πma = 4π~/2 = h/e equal to half of the quantum of the magneti �eld

Φ0 = h/2e.
This means that the Dira monopole must be born.

But a monopole annot be alone, and the seond Wilson loop C−
should reate an anti-

monopole.

Two Wilson loops plaed on two boundaries of the Kerr disk C+
and C−

reate a mag-

netially oupled pair onsisting of a monopole and a magnetially bound anti-monopole,

that is, a Cooper pair that gives rise to a superonduting state in the vauum ore of the

Kerr disk.
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Radiative KN solutions.

The known radiative generalizations of the Shwarzshild solution, the Vaidya shining star

solution (1951) and the Kinnersley photon roket solution (1969) annot be generalized to

analogous radiative KN solution.

This obstale is overome by the dual KN solution, ontaining both the OUTGOING ra-

diative side and the side RECEVING the inoming radiation, whih is assoiated with the

oupled eletron-positron vauum state of the KN solution.

In the fundamental work DKS (1969), derivation of KN solution was done in the assump-

tion γ± = 0, whih meant there was no the inoming and emitted �ow of the EM radiation

T±
µν = γ±k±µ k

±
ν , and the resulting wave exitations in the ELECTRON and POSITRON string

exitations appeared to be unorrelated and INDEPENDENT of eah other.

The Kerr theorem, whih determines the omplex funtions Y (xµ), xµ = (t, x, y, z), plays en-
tral role in DKS formalism, allowing us to �x the hiral outgoing (or antihiral inoming)

Kerr ongruenes k± in the null Cartesian oordinates u, v, ζ, ζ of Minkowski spae,

k± =
1

P
(du+ Ȳ dζ + Y dζ̄ − Y Ȳ dv), P =

1√
2
(1 + Y Ȳ ), (6)

representing ongruenes k± through ratios Y+ = φ1/φ0 , Y− = χ̄1̇/χ̄0̇
of two omponent

spinor �elds φα and χ̄α̇
.
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Kerr theorem de�nes Y (x) as holomorphi solution of the algebrai equation F = 0,
where F (Y, λ1, λ2) is an arbitrary holomorphi funtion of three projetive twistor oordi-

nates {Y, λ1 = ζ − Y v, λ2 = u+ Y ζ}.
For KN solution, funtion F is quadrati in Y , and the equation F = 0 has two roots Y ±

,

whih are onneted by antipodal orrespondene

1

Y + = −1/Ȳ −. (7)

Although ongruenes k± are determined by omplex onjugate funtions Y and Ȳ , the

DKS theory is hiral, beause Y and Ȳ , are treated as independent variables in the proess

of integration.

In works [AB PRD68 (2003); Grav.Cosm.(2004); PRD 70(2004)℄,the DKS equations were reinte-

grated for the ase of radiating KN solutions, showing a new important feature � emergene

of the extra inoming and outgoing axial stringy struture, ontrolled by two projetive

angular oordinates Y ±
, related by antipodal orrespondene (7), whih sets the spinor or-

relation between the left and right modes of exitation of eletron and positron branhes.

The relation is based on the Lind-Newman omplex retarded-time onstrution [Lind-Newman,

J. Math. Phys. 15 1103 (1974)℄ used in twistor-string model[AB PRD 70 (2004)℄.

The seond root of the Kerr theorem Y − = −1/Ȳ +
turns the hiral solution into antihiral,

replaing the inoming EM �eld with outgoing EM radiation .

In a speially adapted ase, supported by the Lind-Newman retarded-time onstrution, the

antipodal onjugation oinides with omplex onjugation, and the inoming and outgoing

radiations are ollimated, reating an additional axial singular string, see Fig.6.

1

Funtions Y +
and Y −

must possess the same Killing symmetry.
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Figure 6: Correspondene between

omplex retarded time and real Kerr

geometry.
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Figure 7: Emergene the axial singu-

lar line relating the left and right ex-

itations of the KN eletron.

In DKS authors proposed also an alternative way to desribe the EM �eld through the vetor

potential one-form α presenting i as a sum of the hiral and anti-hiral parts

2

: the hiral αL

for radiating eletron and the anti-hirar αR for the inoming positron �eld, whih an be

expressed through antipodal orrespondene (7), taking into aount the hange of harge

−e → e, radial diretion r+ → r− and orientation a → −a. As it was shown in [AB PRD 2004

and GrCos2004℄, the potential α = αL +αR gives the onsistent radiating KN solution with the

additional axial stringy system whih ombines the eletron-positron half-string exitations

in a single wave funtion.

THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION !

2

See eqs. (5.78),(5.79) in DKS.
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